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R2625 Drill Leader, Musician (or Chaplain), followed by Mother Advisor enter the South 

Door in triangle formation and equal distance apart. 

R2628 Drill Leader, Musician (or Chaplain), and Mother Advisor go East on the South side 

marching lane until they pass the station of Hope, turn North and march to the 

center of the room on the East side of the Altar, turn East and go until the two 

officers stop on the marching lane. 

R2703 Drill Leader and Musician (or Chaplain) turn toward each other, take one step back 

on right foot, and turn heads slightly and bowing to Mother Advisor. 

R2705 Mother Advisor returns bow and ascends dais on South to Worthy Advisor's station. 

R2707 Drill Leader and Musician (or Chaplain) turn East as Mother Advisor goes past them. 

R2709 Mother Advisor picks up gavel. 

R2710 Drill Leader turns right and goes to her station. 

R2711 Musician turns left and goes to her station. 

RW01b If Chaplain took Musician’s place, Chaplain turns left and following the marching 

lane, goes North, then West out the door to take her place in line. 

RW03d {Mother Advisor gives 1 rap} Musician is seated. Drill Leader remains standing. 

R2808 Drill Leader turns right and faces North when addressed by Mother Advisor. 

R2822 Drill Leader goes West on marching lane to door where Officers are waiting. 

R2827 Drill Leader and Faith lead officers into the Assembly Room. 

G1036 Drill Leader ends drill at South end of line behind the Color Stations. 

G1037 Faith ends drill at North end of line behind the Color Stations. 

G1038 Worthy Advisor ends drill just behind Immortality’s station. 

G1102 Drill Leader faces East when addressed by Mother Advisor. 
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G1103 Drill Leader turns right and moves (on marching lanes) West, then North until she 

is on a line slightly North and West of the Worthy Advisor. 

G1106 As Drill leader turns North, Worthy Advisor takes one step back and turns to her 

left. 

G1109 After Drill Leader and Worthy Advisor bow to each other, Drill Leader takes Worthy 

Advisor's left arm and hand in her right hand.  Drill Leader conducts Worthy Advisor 

to East going (on marching lanes) North, East, and South, to a point just North of 

the Worthy Advisor’s station.  

G1113 Drill Leader and Worthy Advisor face each other and bow. 

G1114 Worthy Advisor ascends dais on North side and faces Mother Advisor. 

G1115 Drill Leader turns and faces East as Worthy Advisor ascends dais. 

G1115 Mother Advisor hands gavel to Worthy Advisor. 

G1116 Drill Leader turns left and goes (on marching lanes) North, West, South, and East, 

to the South end of the line behind Love. 

RW02c All officers take one step back on right foot and assume stations. 

R3001 Color stations enter stations in unison by taking one step to the left, two steps 

forward, and one step to the right. 

RW03e All officers turn to the right in unison to pick up ribbons with Jewels, hold ribbon 

in triangular formation with both hands, and put on Jewels in unison. 

R3006 {Worthy Advisor gives 1 rap} All officers are seated except the Worthy Advisor. 

R3010 Confidential Observer stands when addressed by Worthy Advisor. 

R3016 Confidential Observer goes (on marching lanes) North, then West, and closes the 

preparation room door. 
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R3017 Confidential Observer goes (on marching lanes) East, South, and West to the outer 

door. 

R3025 Confidential Observer closes door and gives 3 door raps. 

R3026 Outer observer gives 4 door raps. 

R3028 Confidential Observer returns to her station and faces East.  

RW03f Confidential Observer is seated without a gavel rap. 

R3105 {Worthy Advisor gives 3 gavel raps} Everyone stands together. 

R3106 Drill Leader goes (on marching lanes) West, North, East, and South, to the position 

of the Flag at Patriotism’s station. 

R3109 Drill Leader bows to American Flag and removes it from the standard. 

R1411 As Drill Leader picks up flag all persons salute by placing right hand over the heart. 

G1212 The flagstaff is held on the left side of the body with both hands, the right hand high 

and close to the heart, the left arm straight down about thigh high.  The flag is free 

and aloft, held up straight with only a slight tilt forward, so the flag does not touch 

the body.   

RW   If an Eagle is on top of the staff, the flag should be carried as though the Eagle is in 

flight. 

R3114 Drill Leader moves from flag holder to marching lane and goes East, then South, 

then turns East and ascends dais on North side of the podium. 

G1230 Drill Leader turns toward Worthy Advisor to face the West and stands to the right 

of the Chaplain. 

G1232 Drill Leader, Chaplain, Worthy Advisor, and Mother Advisor are all in a straight line. 

RW03g All recite Pledge of Allegiance except the Drill Leader. 
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RW03g All sing “America” except the Drill Leader. 

G1304 Drill Leader descends from dais and on marching lanes goes North, then West to 

Patriotism’s station. 

R1415 When the flagstaff is replaced in the standard, salute is dropped. 

G1308 Drill Leader gives a slight bow to the flag, turns goes (on marching lanes) West, 

South, and East to her station. 

R3201 {Worthy Advisor gives 1 gavel rap} All are seated except Worthy Advisor. 

R3204 Hope and Charity stand in unison, step to the West side of their pedestals, and 

march straight to the Altar, and face East. 

R3210 Hope takes one step back on right foot and (on marching lanes) goes South, East, 

North, and ascends dais on South of Worthy Advisor and face West. 

R3210 Charity takes one step back on right foot and (on marching lanes) goes North, 

East, South, and ascends dais on North of Worthy Advisor and face West. 

RW03h Worthy Advisor communicates the Word to Charity by whispering it to Charity 

and then Hope. 

R3217 Hope leaves the East and (on marching lanes) goes South, West, North to Altar 

and face East. 

R3217 Charity leaves the East and (on marching lanes) goes North, West, South to Altar 

and face East. 

R3224 Hope takes one step back on right foot and (on marching lanes) goes South, then 

West to the turning point, and faces East. 

R3224 Charity takes one step back on right foot and (on marching lanes) goes North, then 

West to the turning point, and faces East. 

R3303 Mother Advisor stands on request from Charity. 

R3308 Mother Advisor is seated on instruction from Charity. 

R3406 Hope goes (on marching lanes) East, then North, and ascends dais to East on 

South of Worthy Advisor and faces West. 

R3406 Charity goes (on marching lanes) East, then South, and ascends dais to East on 

North of Worthy Advisor and faces West. 

RW03h Charity, then Hope, whispers the Word to the Worthy Advisor. 
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R3409 Hope leaves the East and (on marching lanes) goes South, West, North to Altar 

and face East 

R3409 Charity leaves the East and (on marching lanes) goes North, West, South to Altar 

and face East. 

G1334 Hope and Charity give sign of Rainbow, which is not returned by the Worthy 

Advisor, in unison to Worthy Advisor. 

R3420 Hope and Charity in unison take one step back on right foot, turn right and left to 

their respective stations, and go straight to their stations by way of the West side of 

the pedestals.  

RW03i Hope and Charity are seated without a gavel rap. 

R3509 Worthy Advisor raises her right hand. 

R3515 Worthy Advisor lowers her right hand. 

R3518 Worthy Advisor gives the Sign of the Rainbow. 

R3529 Worthy Advisor gives 1 gavel rap. 

R3602 Worthy Associate Advisor stands when addressed by Worthy Advisor. 

R3611 {Worthy Associate Advisor gives 2 raps} All officers except Mother Advisor stand. 

R3615 Faith turns her body toward South and looks at the Worthy Associate Advisor. 

R3621 Faith looks at the Bible on the Altar. 

R3627 Faith turns body back to face East. 

G1512 Hope faces the Worthy Associate Advisor when replying to her questions. 

G1512 Charity faces the Worthy Associate Advisor when replying to her questions. 

R3806 {Charity gives 3 gavel raps} All stand up.  

R3814 Mother Advisor, Worthy Advisor, and Chaplain form a triangle around the 

podium. 

R3812 All face Worthy Advisor under the sign of the Rainbow and bow their heads in 

prayer. 

R3908 All respond to prayer. 

R3910 {Worthy Advisor gives1 gavel rap} All are seated except Worthy Advisor. 
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R3914 Worthy Associate Advisor stands when addressed by Worthy Advisor. 

RW03b Charity stands and faces West when addressed by the Worthy Associate Advisor.  

RW03b Hope stands and faces North when addressed by Charity. 

R4026 {Hope gives 3 gavel raps} All stand up. 

RW03k Hope leaves her station on the West side of the pedestal. 

R4109 When Hope enters the Bow to open or close the Bible, all present should bow 

heads reverently, looking at the Bible.  

R4026  Hope goes North to the Altar, turns facing the East, and bows to the Worthy 

Advisor. 

R4102 Using both hands, Hope slowly opens the Bible, then drops hands to her side. 

R4104 Hope places Altar Jewel upon open Bible on lower right side of right page, and 

drops hands.  

R4106 Hope gives the sign of the Rainbow to open Bible.  

R4107 Hope steps back one step with the right foot, turns South, and walks slowly back 

to her station, going on the West side of the pedestal.  

RW03l When Hope leaves the Bow after opening or closing the Bible, all raise their head. 

R4129 Confidential Observer goes to the outer door and gives 3 door raps. 

R4201 Outer Observer gives 4 door raps. 

R4203 Confidential Observer opens the door. 

R4210 Confidential Observer closes the door and gives 3 door raps. 

R4211 Outer Observer gives 4 door raps. 

R4211 Confidential Observer returns to her station and faces East. 

R4215 {Worthy Advisor gives 1 gavel rap} All are seated except Worthy Advisor. 

************************************************************************** 

R8215 {Worthy Advisor gives 3 gavel raps} All stand up. 

R3814 Mother Advisor, Worthy Advisor, and Chaplain form a triangle around the podium 

R8318 All face Worthy Advisor in the East under the sign of the Rainbow with heads 

bowed. 
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R8411  All respond to prayer. 

RW03k Hope leaves her station on the West side of the podium. 

R4109 When Hope enters the Bow to open or close the Bible, all present should bow 

heads reverently, looking at the Bible.  

R8423  Hope goes North to the Altar and faces East.  

R8424 Hope gives the sign of the Rainbow to the open Bible and drop hands to her side. 

R8425 Hope removes the Altar Jewel from the Bible and places it on the lower right 

corner of the Altar, and drops hands to her side. 

R8426 Hope closes the Bible, raising both sides at the same time.  As she closes the Book, 

the left hand goes to the back (spine) of the Book while sliding it gently to keep it 

at the center of the Altar with the right hand, and lays the closed Bible on the Altar. 

R8502 Hope bows to the Worthy Advisor. 

R4107 Hope steps back one step with the right foot, turns South, and walks slowly back 

to her station, going on the West side of the podium.  

RW03L When Hope leaves the Bow after opening or closing the Bible, all raise their head. 

R8505 All sing “Blest Be the Tie that Binds” 

R8512 Confidential Observer goes (on marching lanes) North, then West, and opens the 

Preparation Room door. 

R8513 Confidential Observer goes (on marching lanes) East, South, and West to the outer 

door. 

R8514 Confidential Observer gives 3 door raps. 

R8515 Outer Observer gives 4 door raps. 

R8516 Confidential Observer opens door. 

R8519 Confidential Observer turns to face East. 

R8603 Mother Advisor gives a slight nod to Assembly Room. 

RW03m All respond to Mother Advisor with a slight nod. 

R8604 All also respond to Mother Advisor with {“Until we meet again”}. 
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R8605 {Worthy Advisor gives 1 gavel rap} All are seated except Worthy Advisor. 

R8606 {Worthy Advisor gives 2 gavel raps} All officers stand. 

RW03e Officers remove their jewels in unison, then holds the ribbon of the jewel in a 

triangular formation with both hands, then turns to the right to place the jewel on 

the chair. 

RW03o Color stations exit their stations by (in unison) taking one step left, two backward, 

and one right. 

RW02a Outgoing drill will be led by Faith and Drill Leader. 
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